
Tennessee Valley Authority. Post Office Box 2000, Spring City, Tennessee 37381-2000

William J. Museler
Site Vice President, Watts Bar Nuclear Plant

MAY 1 3 1994

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington D.C. 20555

Gentlemen:

In the Matter of the Application of
Tennessee Valley Authority

)
)

Docket Nos. 50-390
50-391

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT (WBN) - NRC INSPECTION REPORT NOS. 390/93-59 AND
391/93-59, SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF VIOLATION 93-59-02

References: 1. Letter from W. J. Museler (TVA) to Document Control Desk (NRC)
dated November 30, 1993, "Reply to Notice of Violations and
Additional Information Regarding Valve Sampling Methodology
for QA Records CAP".

2. Letter from J. P. Jaudon (NRC) to 0. D. Kingsley, Jr. (TVA)
dated April 6, 1994, "NRC Inspection Report Nos. 50-390/93-59
and 50-391/93-59", Response to TVA letter in Reference 1.

The purpose of this letter is to respond to the remaining issues from the
subject inspection report. Enclosure 1 to this letter provides a response
to the specific concerns identified by NRC in Reference 2. In Enclosure 1,
TVA recognizes the importance of the reviews of vendor information performed
by the Nuclear Experience Review group. However, TVA does not consider the
documentation of these reviews to meet the requirements for Quality Assurance
records as defined in 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVII. TVA personnel
will be available to discuss this issue at your convenience. Enclosure 2
provides a revised response to the violation described in Inspection Report
93-59. In this enclosure, TVA does not contest NRC's position that a
violation occurred. Enclosure 3 to this letter contains additional backup
material regarding the control of small bolting.
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The revised submittal date for this response was coordinated May 6, 1994 with

P. Fredrickson of the Region II staff. No commitments are contained in this

letter.

If you should have any questions, contact P. L. Pace at (615) 365-1824.

Very truly yours,

William J. Museler

Enclosures
cc (Enclosures):

NRC Resident Inspector
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant
Rt. 2, Box 700
Spring City, Tennessee 37381

Mr. P. S. Tam, Senior Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

- -Region II
... 1 -101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900

Atlanta, Georgia 30323



ENCLOSURE 1

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2

REPLY TO NRC LETTER OF APRIL 6, 1994

REPLY TO NRC CONCERNS

As discussed in Reference 1, TVA considered that an adverse condition did not

exist in 1985 relative to the type of hold down bolts used for the centrifugal

charging pumps (CCP) and the safety injection pumps (SIP). In order to

achieve closure on this issue, TVA chooses to no longer contest the violation.

Provided below is a brief chronology of the events associated with the

violation as well as a restatement of and response to the concerns described

in Reference 2.

CHRONOLOGY

In 1985, in response to issues raised by an NRC inspector, TVA performed an

evaluation (including in-situ hardness testing) of unmarked bolting for

vendor-supplied skid-mounted equipment. This equipment included the

centrifugal charging, containment spray, component cooling water, residual

heat removal, and safety injection pumps. In addition, the bolting for the

vital lead acid storage battery racks was evaluated. The evaluation did not

distinguish among the types of bolting involved; thus, hold down bolts or

flange bolts were not systematically eliminated from the evaluation -- only

marked bolting was eliminated. The evaluation and, in particular, the

identified deficiencies, were documeintedin the 1985 TVA report provided in

Enclosure 3.

In 1986, Westinghouse issued Technical Bulletin NSID-TB-86-07 (which

referenced NRC Information Notice 86-25). The Westinghouse bulletin, while it

concerned unmarked bolting, was specifically focused on hold down bolts for

the centrifugal charging and safety injection pumps. This type of bolting, as

indicated above, was encompassed in the 1985 evaluation. In 1987, the NRC

issued Bulletin 87-02 concerning the quality of fasteners. The NRC bulletin

was more broadly focused than-the Westinghouse bulletin, addressing a variety

of fasteners. The 1985 TVA report was placed in the files associated with NRC

Bulletin 87-02 as supporting information associated with close out of the

concerns related to- the-quality-of-fasteners. .......

Subsequently, TVA performed a review of Westinghouse technical bulletins to

ensure these bulletins were fully implemented. Since the 1985 TVA report was

considered to have properly dispositioned the Westinghouse bulletin, a

reference was provided in the Nuclear Experience Review (NER) file to NRC

Information Notice 86-25 which provided a reference to NRC Bulletin 87-02.

The licensing file for NRC Bulletin 87-02 in turn contained a copy of TVA's

1985 report. This is considered acceptable because, as discussed below, the

NER files are not considered quality assurance (QA) records per the

requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVII.
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ENCLOSURE 1

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2

REPLY TO NRC LETTER OF APRIL 6, 1994

REPLY TO NRC CONCERNS

REPLY TO NRC CONCERNS

Concern 1:

Reply:

"Your reply concerning the charging pump hold down bolting

indicated that a review following an NRC exit in 1985 concluded

that the bolts installed were Grade A325, and as a result you had

concluded that these bolts were acceptable for this application.

It is unclear how that review concluded that A325 bolts were

installed, if the bolting was unmarked, which was the case based

on the NRC interview with the Watts Bar system engineer during the

inspection. The temporary modification in August 1993 replaced

the unmarked bolting with marked Grade A325 bolting".

In response to the NRC inspection of April 29 through May 3, 1985

regarding the control of unmarked small bolting, TVA evaluated the

unmarked bolts found on vendor-supplied skid-mounted pumps (i.e.,

containment spray, component cooling water, residual heat removal,

and centrifugal charging pumps), the vital lead acid storage

battery racks, the 480 volt reactor motor operated valve boards,

and-the top pump vent flange installed by TVA on safety injection

system pump lB-B. A documentation search was performed to

determine the bolting material specified for the applications in

question. Independently, an in-situ hardness test was performed

on the unmarked bolts installed on the vendor-supplied

skid-mounted pumps, identified above, and the vital lead acid

storage battery racks to determine the hardness range of the

bolts. This included the CCP hold down bolts. The results of the

in-situ hardness tests showed the CCP hold down bolts fell in the

range of A325 bolts.

With respect to the temporary modification discussed above,

maintenance personnel in August 1993 were not aware of the

hardness testing performed as a result of the 1985 inspection.

Therefore, the maintenance personnel appropriately determined that

replacement of the unmarked bolts was warranted.

"In addition, your reply states that '...Westinghouse had

concluded that SAE Grade 2 (unmarked) or equivalent bolting was

adequate to withstand torque loads typical for auxiliary pumps and

use of SAE Grade 2 or equivalent hold down bolting did not affect

the operability of the pump assemblies and did not present a

potential safety issue.' This is not the conclusion of the

Concern 2:

E1-2



ENCLOSURE 1

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2

REPLY TO NRC LETTER OF APRIL 6, 1994

REPLY TO NRC CONCERNS

bulletin. While it is true that Westinghouse concluded that the

SAE Grade 2 (unmarked) or equivalent bolting was adequate for

operability, Westinghouse recommended that '...either all unmarked

and discrepant bolts be replaced with the bolting material

required by the pump assembly seismic analysis or that

supplemental calculations be performed to document the

acceptability of the discrepant bolting. If the design bolt

material requirement is unknown, unmarked and discrepant bolts may

be replaced with SAE Grade 5, ASTM A-193 Grade B7 or equivalent

strength bolts.' Clearly this Westinghouse recommendation

concludes that analysis or replacement of unmarked bolting is

necessary, neither of which were performed by you until the

bolting problem became self revealing in August 1993, when the

bolts were severed during maintenance".

Reply: TVA's stating of the Westinghouse technical bulletin conclusion

that SAE Grade 2 (unmarked) bolting would not affect operability

was not intended to imply that implementation of the bulletin was

unnecessary. Instead, TVA intended the statement to provide

support for the use of-A325-bolts since the yield strength of A325

bolts (92,000 psi for 0.5 to 1.0 inch bolts) is greater than the

yield strength for the SAE Grade 2 bolts (36,000 psi for 0.75 to

1.5 inch bolts and 57,000 psi for 0.25 to 0.75 inch bolts)

analyzed by Westinghouse and similar to the yield strength for the

SAE Grade 5 bolts (92,000 psi for 0.25 to 1.0 inch bolts)

recommended as replacements. This statement was intended to show

that use of A325 bolts met the intent of the Westinghouse

technical bulletin.

In addition, TVA considers the letter provided in Enclosure 3 to

show that TVA had previously analyzed the condition described in

the Westinghouse technical bulletin.- This analysis was performed

at the request of the inspector during the 1985 NRC inspection

regarding control of small bolting, prior to issuance of the

Westinghouse technical bulletin.

Concern 3: "Your reply concerning the safety injection pumps clearly

indicates that you could not determine whether or not these pumps

had been evaluated against the recommendations of the Westinghouse

bulletin. It was only after the NRC raised the issue, that an

evaluation of these pumps was completed. The NRC does not

consider this to be acceptable. Additionally, your reply
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ENCLOSURE 1

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2

REPLY TO NRC LETTER OF APRIL 6, 1994

REPLY TO NRC CONCERNS

indicates that since the bolts were determined to be SAE Grade 5,

'...this does not constitute a failure to identify, correct, or

document a problem since permanent records were not required to

document an acceptable condition addressed in a technical

bulletin.' The NRC does not agree that documentation of the

evaluation of vendor recommendations is not required, irrespective

of the results of the evaluation. This is because these records

would furnish evidence affecting quality and are therefore

required by Criterion XVII of Appendix B to 10 Part CFR 50".

Reply: NRC characterization of TVA's response does not accurately reflect

the intent of the response. Contrary to the view that TVA "could

not determine whether or not these pumps had been evaluated

against the recommendations of the Westinghouse bulletin," TVA's

response communicated that the matter had been addressed

technically, but acknowledged that specific documentation of this

was not in the NER file.

TVA considered the evaluation performed at NRC's request in 1985,

(see Enclosure 3) adequately addressed unmarked bolts on vendor--.-

supplied skid-mounted equipment. Specifically, this evaluation

addressed unmarked bolts on the residual heat removal, centrifugal

charging, containment spray, component cooling water, and the

safety injection pumps. TVA believes that evaluation of the

safety injection pumps did not include the hold down bolts since

the bolts were marked. This is supported by TVA's inspection in

1993 which determined that the safety injection pumps hold down

bolts were SAE Grade 5 (marked) bolts and that no evidence (work

plans\work orders) exists to show that these bolts are not those

originally supplied with the equipment. It should be noted that

the 1985 evaluation did include the top pump vent flange bolts for

the safetyinjection-pumps-which were unmarked. Therefore, TVA

believes the evaluation provides evidence that the safety

injection pump hold down bolts were reviewed and determined to be

acceptable or they would have been included in the analysis of

unmarked bolts.

TVA does not agree that documentation associated with NER

evaluations are QA records under 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,

Criterion XVII.
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ENCLOSURE 1

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2
REPLY TO NRC LETTER OF APRIL 6, 1994

REPLY TO NRC CONCERNS

TVA considers the NER program to be an acceptable process for

evaluating and tracking the resolution of vendor information.

This process ensures the appropriate reviews are performed and

that identified deficiencies are addressed by the appropriate

corrective action program. The deficiencies identified during the

NER reviews and the associated corrective actions would be

documented by the corrective action program, the design change

program, or the work control program at WBN, as appropriate. Each

of these programs produce documentation that meets the

requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVII. Therefore,

the documentation of quality at WBN is contained in the resulting

installation and modification/maintenance records not in the NER

files.

Concern 4: "Your reply indicates that the replacement of the bolts on the

charging pumps should be viewed as an enhancement by the NRC. The

NRC does not view this replacement as an enhancement. We expect

that vendor recommendations be implemented unless there is a

technical justification to the contrary and that the evaluation

and implementation of these recommendations be fully documented".

Reply: TVA agrees that evaluation of nuclear steam supply system (NSSS)

-vendor recommendations should be documented and implemented unless

there is a valid technical justification to the contrary. This is

reflected in the requirements of the current NER program that such

-evaluations be documented and that concurrence by both the plant

manager and the engineering manager must be documented for any

NSSS vendor recommendation which will not be fully implemented.

TVA considers that the 1985 evaluation provided the technical

..-.---- justification required by the Westinghouse technical bulletin.

As discussed previously, the evaluation of unmarked bolts on the

CCP pump and the SIP top vent flange was documented in the 1985

TVA (Enclosure 3). Based on the analysis of the charging pump

unmarked hold down bolts as acceptable-for-use, the changeout of

these bolts to marked bolts was a conservative action appropriate

for the circumstances known at the time of the changeout.
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ENCLOSURE 1

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2

REPLY TO NRC LETTER OF APRIL 6, 1994

REPLY TO NRC CONCERNS

Concern 5:

Reply:

"Your reply indicates that since 1989 Watts Bar has had a Nuclear

Experience Review (NER) Program, which assures that vendor issues

are properly addressed and corrective actions are implemented.

The inspectors reviewed the NER program early in the evaluation of

this problem, and noted that, at the inception of that program, a

historical review of vendor issues was performed in an effort to

assure previously identified issues were properly addressed. This

historical review did not identify the issue regarding bolting on

these pumps. The NRC is concerned with the fact that the

implementation of your Vendor Information CAP did not identify and

properly disposition this vendor bulletin".

As discussed previously, the unmarked bolts on vendor-supplied

skid-mounted pumps were properly analyzed and the analysis results

were documented in the TVA records management system (see

Enclosure 3). In addition, TVA considers the reason the SIP hold

down bolts were not specifically listed in this documentation was

that they were marked bolts.

TVA considers that the historical review of Westinghouse technical

bulletins did identify the bolting issue of this Westinghouse

technical bulletin since the technical bulletin and other

supporting documentation had been placed in the review files. On

close examination of this issue in response to the violation, TVA

does acknowledge that the NER file should have contained a

specific reference to the 1985 evaluation. However, the 1985

evaluation was readily retrievable from the TVA documentation

system. Therefore, TVA considers that neither the NER review nor

the vendor information CAP would have considered the disposition

of the Westinghouse technical bulletin to be inadequate.

Additionally, with the exception of a limited sample, the Vendor

Information CAP implementation did not include plant walkdowns to

verify full implementation of vendor technical bulletins.

Instead, the Vendor Information CAP was implemented to ensure

vendor information was included in vendor technical manuals. The

NER program ensures vendor technical. bulletins are evaluated and

tracked.
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ENCLOSURE 1

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2

REPLY TO NRC LETTER OF APRIL 6, 1994

REPLY TO NRC CONCERNS

Concern 6: "As a result of your denial of the violation, your reply did not

address any review for the existence of similar conditions

regarding proper evaluation of other vendor information. The NRC

is concerned that other unevaluated vendor correspondence may

exist which would be applicable to the construction of Watts Bar".

Reply: TVA considers that the QA records CAP, including the Additional

Systematic Records Review, clearly defined required records for

Watts Bar. This review has concluded that the existing records

for Watts Bar are sufficient to demonstrate the quality of plant

components. The vendor information CAP, which has not been

completed, establishes TVA's commitment for the inclusion of

vendor information in vendor technical manuals and the NER program

ensures vendor technical bulletins are evaluated and identified

deficiencies are tracked.

The NER historical review of technical bulletins involved a search

for documentation which showed that the issue was either closed or

was being addressed. However, for Westinghouse Technical Bulletin

86-07, the NER historical review documented that this issue was

being addressed by NRC Information Notice 86-25 and by NRC

Bulletin 87-02. Therefore, the documentation of how the

Westinghouse technical bulletin was addressed was included in the

NRC bulletin site licensing files, not in the NER files. TVA

believes this methodology provides adequate documentation and

therefore no additional corrective actions are required.
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ENCLOSURE 2

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2

REVISED RESPONSE TO VIOLATION 93-59-02

Acceptance or Denial of Violation

Although TVA does not agree that inadequate corrective actions were taken

based on Westinghouse Technical Bulletin 86-07, TVA accepts the violation.

Reason for the Violation

The violation was the result of a failure to provide clear documentation of

how Westinghouse Technical Bulletin 86-07 was addressed in the Nuclear

Experience Review (NER) closure files. The NER historical review documented

that this issue was being addressed by NRC Information Notice 86-25 and by NRC

Bulletin 87-02 but did not provide a reference to the 1985 evaluation

performed by TVA. Instead, the completion documentation was contained in the

site licensing files for NRC Bulletin 87-02.

Corrective Actions Taken and Results Achieved

As discussed in Enclosure 1, the safety injection hold down bolts were

confirmed to be marked SAE Grade 5 bolts.

Corrective Actions Taken to Prevent Recurrence

TVA believes that the NER historical review produced an adequate trail to the

NRC bulletin site licensing file and that this is an acceptable method for

closure of the Westinghouse technical bulletin. Therefore, no additional

corrective actions are required.

Date Full Compliance will be Achieved

TVA is in full compliance.

E2-1



ENCLOSURE 3 1

LETTER FROM J. C. STANDIFER TO D. W. WILSON
DATED JUNE 11, 1985



S ."A 44 (OS-9-431 Cantinuous}

UNrrEL1 STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

TO45 '85 0611 251
: D. W. Wilson, Site Design Services Manager, Watts Bar Nuclear Plant,

NUC PR
FROM J. C. Standifer, Project Manager, Watts Bar Engineering Project,

P-104 SB-KDATE :

JUN 1 1 1985.
SUBJECT: WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT - U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION (NRC)

INVESTIGATION FROM APRIL 29 THROUGH MAY 3, 1985, REGARDING CONTROL OF
SMALL BOLTING 850612K032 j

Please refer to the exit meeting between Henry Phillips of the NRC and
TVA personnel (R. M. Jessee, E. A. Merrick, and P. V. Guthrie) at

Watts Bar on May 3, 1985.

During the exit meeting, TVA committed to documenting our findings on

the unmarked bolts found on vendor-supplied skid-mounted pumps, the
vital lead acid storage battery racks, the 480V Reactor MOV Boards,

and the Top Pump Vent Flange installed by TVA an Safety Injection

System IB-B. A documentation search was performed to determine the
bolting material specified for the applications in question.
Independently, an in-situ hardness test was performed on the unmarked
bolts installed on vendor-supplied skid-mounted pumps and the vital
lead acid storage battery racks to dttermine the hardness range of the
bolts. The hardness range obtained was used as a method of verifying

that the specified material was instAlld an ducijcenra4..

The eight components in question are listed as follows:

1. Containment Spray Pump - Manufactured by Babcock and Wilcox (B&W)

and purchased through the NSSS contractor, Westinghouse.

2. Component Cooling Water Pump - Manufactured by Delaval and

purchased by TVA.

3. Residual Heat Removal Pump - Manufactured by Ingersoll-Rand and
purchased through the NSSS contractor, Westinghouse.

4. Centrifugal Charging Pump - Manufactured by Pacific Pump and

purchased through the NSSS contractor, Westinghouse.

5. Positive Displacement Pump - Manufactured by Union Pu. p Company

and purchased through the NSSS contractor, Westinghouse.

6. Vital Lead Acid Storage Battery" Racks - Manufactured by CNB

Batteries, Incorporated, and purchased by TVA.

7. 480V Reactor MOV Boards - Manufactured by ITE Imperial and

purchased by TVA.

8. Top Pump Vent Flange Bolts installed by TVA on Safety InjectionLSystem Pump IB-B.

E15161.01
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2

W. Wilson

JUN 1 1985
WATS- BAR NUCIrAX PLAZIT - U.S. NUCLEAR GULATORY CO0aSSION (NRC)

INMVETICGTIO FYROM APRIL 29 THRDOGE MAY 3, 1985, RECARDINC CONTROL OF

SMALL BOLTING

TVA requested Westinghouse to provide documentation on specified

materials, a description of the Westinghouse procedure to assure

control of unmarked bolting (both by Westinghouse and the subvendor)

to the point of installation in the component, and justification

regarding why other Westinghouse-supplied equipment should not be

inspected at Watts Bar on the pumps they supplied (see attachment I

for a copy of the letter from John A. Raulston to E. A. Novotnak dated

May 14, 1985, B45 850514 112). In response to TVA'a request,

Westinghouse transmitted letter WAT-D-6583 dated June 3, 1985

(attachment 2). WAT-D-6583 references Westinghouse letter UAT-D--5777

dated November 14, 1983 (attachment 3), which provided information on

bolting material and torquing requirements for the centrifugal

charging, safety injection, residual heat removal, and spent fuel pit

cooling pumps and promised information on the containment spray pump

at a later date. Letter WAT-D--6583 identifies an error on the

incorrect labeling of Table IV in letter WAT-D-5777 and transmits

information on the containment spray pump as originally promised.

PTVAreu-este-d--the marufacturers of the component-7we purchased

3irectly to supply documentation or certification of the required

bolting material. Attachment 4 is a copy of the documentation sent by

Delaval stating the suspect bolting material for the component cooling

water pump should be either ASTM AM-49 or ASTM A.325, Type I.

Attachment .5 is a copy of the documentation sent by GNB Batteries,

Incorporated, stating the suspect bolting material for the vital lead

acid storage battery racks should be ASTM A307 or eq.uivalent.

Attachment-6 is a copy of documentation sent by ITE Imperial stating

the s uspect bolting material for the 480V reactor MOV boards should he

ASTH A307. -

In-situ hardness testing, in accordance with attachment 7, was

performed -on the vendor-supplied pumps and vital lead acid storage

battery-racks-containing bolts that were -unmarked: .. ----

1. The containment spray pump suspect bolts were cleaned during preparatinn

for hardness testing and found to be marked with three radial lines

indicating ASTM A449 or SAE Grade 5. Documentation rezeived from

Westinghouse in attachment 2 indicates the bolting material should be

ASTM A193 Gr. B7. TVA has generated NCR WBNNEB8510 to cover this

nonconformance and is currently working with Westinghouse to determine

.the cause and disposition of the NCR.
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D. W. Wilson

JUN 11 1
WATTS MR NUCLEAR PLANT - U.S. M'JCLF.A RECULTORY COK'!ISSION (NRC)

INVESTIGATION FROM APRIL 29 THROUGH MAY 3, 1985, EGARDINC CON'TROL OF

SMALL BOLTING

2. The component cooling water pump suspect bolts were cleaned during

preparation for hardness testing and found to be marked with three

radial lines. This marking indicates ASTM A449 or SAE Grade 5

material which corresponds to the certification supplied by

Delaval in attachment 4.

3. Four of the eight motor-hold-down bolts for each unit of the

residual heat removal pumps (lAA and lBB) were hardness tested in

accordance with attachment 7. Leeb values converted to Brinell

yielded hardn-ss values ranging from 177 to 211 Brinell for the

eight bolts tested. These values all fall within the hardness

requirements for ASTM A307 Grade B bolts (121-212 Brinell).

Attachment 8 gives the raw hardness data taken during testing of

these eight bolts. The hardness test results correspond to the

material documentation supplied by Westinghouse in Table II of

attachment 3.

4. Three speed-reducer ooits arnd Zlv -L. - W•re

evaluated for the two centrifugal charging pumps. The observed

hardness range suggested the bolts were of ASTM A325 for the size

range 1/2"-l" (248 to 331 Brinell), although four of the bolts,

speed-reducer NE Bolt 1 and motor-hold-down bolts NE Bolt 1, NhW

Bolt 1, and SE Bolt 3, exhibited hardness values below the

required range. It was felt that additional surface prcoaration

- -to remove any decarburization would produce satisfactory results.

Two of the lower hardness bolts, speed-reducer ?E Bolt I and

-motor-hold-down HE Bolt 1, were retested after receiving

___additional surface preparation and satisfactory results were

recorded. Attachment 9 gives the raw hardness data taken during

testing of the bolts (as noted on the attachment, the speed

reducer NE Bolt 1 and motor-hold-down NE Bolt 1 are reported

... -- utilizing the retested values). Failure of the battery-powered

-- .ri-nding equipment prevented further evaluation of the two

remaining lower hardness bolts during the retesting operation.

The hardness test results correspond to the material documentation

supplied by Westinghouse in Table I of attachment 3.

£15161 .01
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D. W. Wilson

JIJUN 11 1985
WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT - U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COM?1ISSION (NRC)

INVESTIGATION FRDM APRIL 29 THROUGH MAY :, 1985, REGARDING COh'TROL OF

SMALL BOLTING

5. Two of the four motor-hold-down bolts on the positive displacement pump

were evaluated and yielded Leeb values of 552 and 567 LD units. These
value3 converted to Rockwell values of C27 and C29, respectively (273 to

289 Brinell). Ultimate strength correlations yield 133,000 and 142.000
lb/in2 respectively, indicating these bolts a-e within the strength

requirements of ASTM A193 Grade B7 bolts. While hardness is not a
requirement of ASTM A193 Grade B7, extensive evaluation at Singleton

Materials Engineering Laboratory has indicated the typical range to be 27

to 33 HRC. Attachment 10 gives the raw hardness data taken during

testing. TVA reviewed Westinghouse Equipment Specification G-952320

(attachment 11) on the positive displacement pumps and determined the
hardness test results correspond to the material documentation listed in

the attachment.

6. Hardness measurements were made on 15 bolts in each vital lead

acid storage battery rack room. The converted hardness values of

the 30 bolts ranged from 193 to 239 Brinell. All values fall

within the hardness limits of ASTM A307 Gzade A (121 to 241
•- rinel'1). Zhese rcsults _ccrr-c=r• •=d t ..- :-thi_ t-.ri:

listed in attachment 5. Attachment 12 gives the raw hardness data
taken during testing.

7. The 480V Reactor MOV Boards 1-MCC-213-BIB and B2B, 1-MCC-232-1B-B,
and annunciator system cabinets that contained unmarked, 5/16-inch

diameter bolts were determined to be installed by TVA. The

vendor, ITE Imperial, verified by transmittal of attachment 6 that

the bolting material should be ASTM A307 and 5/16-inch diameter.
The ASTM A.07 bolting material wsthout ide/tification markina tn

the head has been documented as acceptable by NCRs 6BN 1602 and

WBN 3372.

8. The 3/4-inch diameter vent flange bolts and nuts were inspected and found

to-be marked inconsistently with drawing requirements. An investigation
.s being conducted by h'UC PR mechanical maintenance personnel, but to

date, an NCR has not been idemtified. The questionable bolts were

removed by WBNP mechanical maintenance personnel under MR 526555 and were

replaced with material consistent with drawing requirements.

I
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0 D. W. Wilson

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANIT - U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COKMISSION (hsRC)

INVESTIGATION FRM APRIL 29 THROUGH MAY 3, 1985, REGARDING CONhTROL OF

SMALL BOLTING

Attachment 13 provides a tabular summary of the investigation results of the

unmarked bolting for the eight components in question.

Attachment 14 gives TVA's position on the control of small diameter

bolting from vendors on a generic basis foc Watts Bar Nuclear Plant.

If you have any questions, please contact E. A. Merrick or

C. R. Cantrell at extension 7906.

jp) c~b~ ~Jtr. -Sta-ndifer

.JAR:CRC:TU

Attachment s

Z cc (Attachrent):
V . e. RIMS SL26 C-K
01i./-I W R. M. Pierce, 9-169 SB-K - .

J/ 7 *John A. Raulston, WI0C126 C-K--Attn: 1. L. Williams

*Please handle according to appropriate procedures established for

dealing with the investigation. H. Phillips (U.S. NRC) was promised a

copy of the results of our evaluation.

Principally prepared by C. R. Cantrell, extension 7906.
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ATTACHMENT 13
SUMOARy OF UNMARKED BOLTING INVESTIGATION RESLrLTS -

SPECIFIED MATERIAL VERSUS MATERIAL IDENTIFIED BY HARDNESS TESTING

Specified Material Idencified
Material by Hardness TesinL Disoosi

Lt Spray ASTM A193 Gr. B7 ASTM AL.49 (Visual NCR WBN
Exam.)

Cooling ASTH A4•.9 ASTM A4•,9 i'i ual hateria
p Exam.

Reat Removal ASTM A307 Gr. B ASTM A307 Cr. B Materia

al Charging ASTM A325 ASTv, A325 Materia

Displacement ASIM A193 Cr. B7 ASTM A! 0 3 S. 7 Materia

d Acid Storage ASTM A307 Gr. A AST. A307 *r. A haateria

tor MOV Boards ASTM A307 ASTYM .37 " - .- ateria

Vent Flange ASTM. A193 Gr. 57' r. :. .. . Bol:s R

JAS -TMt As,07 (N'Lut&k
t h wa=-& - . ,..

I .

tion

NEB8 510

1 OK

1 OK

1 OK

i OK

I OK

1 OK

eplaced
• 526555
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